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AERODYNA_4ICSOF V/STOL AIRCPJ_T PO}_E_EEDBY LIFT FANS \
By David K. Hickey* and T.loodrowL. Cook_-::-
t
Da%_)from im,estigations in the Ames Research Center's 40- by
80-Foot Wind Tunnel of large-scale V/STOL mo_els powered with lift fans
are presented and analyzed to show the important parameters affecting "
induced lift_ dra_ and pitching moment. _'_ilethese effects can some_
times be accurately calculated for fan-in-wing installationsj a better
understanding of the limitations of the calculations is req_4iredto
allow confident predictions. It is sho_1 that the down'_sh from lift-
ing fans or engines mounted -upstreamof a wing unload the wing during
transition. Lift-fan powered VTOL aircraft are shown to have signifi-
cant overload STOL capability if a gas power transfer control system
is used, but with a separate control system the overload capability
may be small. Finally, it is shown that boundary-layer control can
provide good inlet performance for very thin fan installations that
have small inlet radii.
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l, Ji_TRODUC_iOf_
\
I_ASA Ames Research Center is conducting a eo_prehensive experimental
research program with large-sc81e V/STOL mcdels pc*:ered with lift fans
to define the aerodT___amic characteristics of fan powered aircraft in
transition. Aerod3_amic interference between the fans and the airframe/
transition performance, stability and control, and installation problems
are being studied. Configurations examined thus far include sii_gle and
multiple fan-in-wing arrai_ements, remote fuselage-mounted fans. and
tandem fans (1-6).
This paper will summarize these experimental results and discuss
the calculation of some of the more important characteristics. Specif-
ically_ the topics to be covered are induced lift_ dragj moment varia-
tion with airspeedj trailing-edge flap contributicns j ground effect in
hover _ transition performance, and the application of boundary-layer
control to lift-fan inlets.
2. DESCRIPT] ON OF ;_DDELS
Photographs of two typical lift-fan powered models installed in the
I!o-by 80-foot wind tunnel are shown in I'Ig. i. All model configurations
tested and some of their pertinent dimensions are listed in Table i.
When the models had more than one pair of s$_mnetrical fans (models 4,
6, and 7), several fan arrangements were tested; these are identified
by a model number and letter. Wing span of the models varied from
approximately 30 to 40 feet. Wing are_. varied from P30 to 4P6 square
feet. Model 1 (1,2) featured an i1_let one diameter deep with a circu-
lar inlet vane. Models 2 (3) and 3 (4) are typical fan-in-wing config-
.' L_ations; model 3 was intended to rep_'esent the Ryan XV-OA. Model 4
not only has a spanwise variation of fans, but the 4 inboard fans could
be varied chordwise. Model 5 has a 10-percent-thick delta wing. In
order to permit fan ins_ ilation in _,his small depth, it was necessary
to modify the fan (discussed later) _nd provide blowi_ boundary-l_yer
control on the very small fan radlus _available in the outer half of the
wing. Model 6 (_,6) has tandem fans as well as the fans mounted at the
extremities of the wing chord. Mob,e) 7 (),6) has remote fans mounted on <
the fuselage; the forward lift Can c_uld be mounted at several places
and the rear fan is a rotating _fifti-._rulse fan. _
2.1. Power Plants
General Electric tip turbine dri,_en lift fans were used in all the 'I
models. Models i, 2, 3, and _ had _.i!-foot-diameter fans simil_r to -_
the wing fans In the Ryan XV-_. Mode!Is 4, 6, _ 7 had 3-foot-diameter
fans similar to the XV-_A pitch f_:l.,Both fan types were designed to
have about i.i p,_essure ratio. Thai;fans of all models except number
consisted of an inlet, rotor_ an_ _i_ownstrea_ _tator. The downstrea_
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stmtor ;_s removed from rodel 5 so that the fan could be ins+ailed i_
the _-pereent-thick delta _:ing. The outer i_0 ° of the lift-fan inlet
was fitted _.:itha slot to provide blowing__boLJndary-layer control on
•-he ver,v sFm!l inlet radius (radius to diameter ratio as smell as 0.016).
i_et configuration and perform_.nce of the models _,_ried markedly: "
for model I (deep inlet with circular vane) the inlet provided nearly
theoretical thrust variation with airspeed (f-]o/_Iram recovery) over the
transition _,peed ra.n_,e:for m_dels 2. 3, _, 6j and 7 (shallo_ inlets
t2._ical of fan-in-wing inst_].!ations) the thrust increa,_od at very low
speeds and dropped to 90 to _0 percent of the zero airspeed thrust at
the high speed end of transit!on; for _odel |__.:ithall six fans oper-
atip_, thrust at !erward speed was al_;ays less than the z__o airspeed
value (in one case, 60 percent). All. fans except the rotating cruise
fan (model 7) had. a cascade of exit louvers similar to those used on
the R_n XV-_A to vector fan thrust for horizontal force in the
transition flight regime.
One J-8_ engine powered one 9.2-foot-diameter fan or four 3-foot-
diameter fans. When models _j 6, and 7 were - _ith two or six
fans j the excess J-89 flow was exhausted exter these eases,
model forces and moments were corrected for the e±_ " e_.:eess
flow.
2.2 Model Sizing
From comparison of wind-ttulnel and flight-test results, ratios
have been derived (7) of model-to-wind-tunnel size that are known to
give negligibly small w_ll effects. Fig. 2 shows the relative size
of hhe models investigated with respect to the recommended boundaries.
The ratio of fan area (lifting element area) to wind-tunnel cross- i*
sectional area was within prescribed limits for all models. However,
momentum-area ratios and sp_n-to-tunnei width ratios were, in most
cases, larger than the recommended values. The reco_nended bounda-
ries (_) are based on limited experience and represent tentative
boundaries based on limited data. More experience may indicate the
feasibility of increasing mc_lel sizes. Furthermore, for aircraft that i
have concentrated lifting elements, such as lift fans, the most impor-
tant parameter is probably the area ratio of the liftin_ element. :{
Based on this reasoning, the wlnd-tunneJ wall effects are believed to ::
be small, and the results are uncorrected, i
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
_,is section of the paper is organized in three parts. The first
part deals with the interference between the fan airflows and the air- ;
craft flow field, and the effect of this interference on lift, drag,
and moment. The second part of the paper deals briefly with performance;
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that isj hover ground effect and transition performance. The third \
part of the paper presents recent work with boundary-layer control
applied to lift-fan inlets to permit very thin lift-fan installations.
3,1 Interference Effects
Drawing air from the upper side of a lifting surface and e_haust- '
ing it at high veloci_.y from the lower mwface (as a fan-in-wing does)
induces lift and moment on tile wing_ causes drag forcesj and changes
trailing-edge flap effectiveness. Fans operating outside the wing can
also affect the flow field about the wing. The sense and magnitude of
the._e forces depend on wing _oometr_. fan location in or about the wing_
and relative size of the fan and wing.
3.!.1 Induced lift.- Figure 3 shows th_ _ariation of the ratio of
to_a__ model lift to fan static thrust with flight speed ratio (that is_
the ratio of free stream to fan exit airspeed). The absolute airspeed
shown corresponds to that of fans with a pressure ratio of 1.3. The
data show that the lift variation with forward speed can either be posi-
tive or negative_ depending on fan location. With fans near the wing
trailing eg_e, lift was increased more than 20 percent at 50 knots.
_e induced lift shown in Fig. 4 for the same models was obtained by
subtracting fan thrust and power-off wing lift. A comparison of this
figure with Fig. 3 shows that the large difference between the models
in the variation of llft with forward speed is caused by different
induced lift.
All other variables being equal, induced lift is an inverse func-
tion of fan area to wing area ratio (8). Fig. _ shows the variation
with the fan-to-wing area ratio of induced lift to static thrust ratio
at a flight velocity ratio of 0.4. Of the ll fan-in-wing configurations
6 fall in a narrow b_nd; however, models 4 and 6 are strongly influenced
by chordwise location. Induced lift increases as fans are moved aft.
The figure also indicates that if several small fans are distributed
spanwise, induced lift for a given fan area to wing area ratio will be
higher than if a single large fan is placed near the wing root• To ._
evaluate the effect Of wing geometry, fan location, and fan distribu- ""
tion, without the effect of area ratio, the product of the ratio of "-i
induced lift to static thrust times the ratio of fan-to-wing area was ,_
calculated Fig. 6 shows the Variation of this value with flight veloc- :_
ity ratio for models 4 and 6. Again, the strong effect of fan chordwise _ ......
posi.tion is shown, but without the effect of area ratio_ induced lift _
of model 6b is less ths_l that for model _a, indicating that distributing 'I
the fans spanwise overcame the effect of chordwise location. Maximum _
induced lift would probably be given by a configuration that takes
advantage of both effects, that is, fans distributed spanwise at the
•i <
wing trailing edge. ;:,
i,
I
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3,i.2 Calculation of induced lift on fan-in-wing, aircraft.- The effeqt
on induced lift of the interrelationships between wil_ geometry, number
of fans, fan location, and fan area to wing area ratio is complex, A
comprehensive and reasonably accurate theoretical approach is required
for predictill_ both lift and moment, None of the theoretical approaches
published to date have shown good agreement with theory for the many
possible fan-in-wing arrangements. One simplified approach uses 'two-
dimensional jet flap theory and three-dimensional wing theory (8), _%e '
flow model postulated is shown in Fig. 7, The equation for induced lift
(8) can be expressed as
aLi Vo2 CL8
. + ] (1)
1
•s - Vjs2 4_f/s L_j S2d -cz3
where CL51 is dependent on wing geometry _nd diameter to span ratio and
the relationship in the brac_ebs is the two-dimensional lift coefficient
; based on the total shaded area in Fig. 7. The gross wing area and aspect
ratio of mode]. 6 were used in the calculation. The two tandem fans
: (model 6a) were represented by a slot ] diameter wide and 2 diameters
long midway between the fans, In Fig. u_a) the measured induced lift is
i" compared to the induced lift calculated by the equation. In nearly all
cases, induced lift was less than predicted.
One problem in the theoretical approach to the calculation of
induced lift is defining the load-carrying ability of the portion of
the wing aft of the fan because the flow is separated on the lower sur-
_. face. _his portion of the loading is represented by C_s(Ss/Sad ) in
Eq. (i). The experimental results were analyzed to determine "_hat
. other factor would produce better agreement between experiment and
theory. Replacing C[_ by -(V.i/V)s/a was found to improve agreement
as shown in Fig. 8(b).- The data for other velocity rat._os _re compared
• _rith the modified equation in Fig. 9. Although the a{_reement As go_l
_ for many configurations, the equation does not adequately account for .
such fundamentals as the effect of spanwise distribution of fans on
_j
induced lift; therefore, improved theoretical approaches and a basic
i understandir_ of" tlle phenomena involved are requ/red.
.._
3.1.3 Induced effects of fans _-uuted on a f_iselage.- Unloading of the _i
[ wing by downwash induced by a fan or engine is possible for fuselage
mothuted fans. Lift fans were tested in three locations in front of the !i
wing on model 7. Fig. i0 presents the ratlo of total lift-to-fan static
_ thrust as a function of f!igh±_vel0c_ty ratio for these three front lift-
_ fan locations. The lowJfan position _ust forward of the wing leading edge !
[ has the largest !ill'to-thrust ratio over the whole velocity ratio ran@e.
• i_ Surprisip_ly, _even if power-off wing lift is subtracte_ from the total, an
_.... in_e&se-of ___ -.'*_ fot w__r__spe_ is indicated rather than the expected
reduction of lift due %o fan induc_ _ download. In order to analyze
/
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this restLitj wing lift _ms obtained from static pressure distributions
and Js sho_nl in Fig. ll. '_le results indicate that in all locations fan
operatioli did cause negative wing lift over part of the velocity ratio
range, and, in the worst fan locationj caused negative wing lift at a!_l
airspeeds.
r
The wing lift in Fig. ii ,:as subtracted from the total lift in
Fig. i0 to give the total lift of the front fan; the upper shaded
baird in Fig. 12 shows thig restLlt as a f_uction of airspeed. T_le lower
band of data represents the fan thrust measured by a pressure survey of
the fan wake. _ese bands represent the scatter in the data from the
three conf'_urations. Lift on the fan fairings_ induced by fan opera-
tion, is indicated by the difference between the two sets of data.
These results indicate that the lift induced on the front fan fairings
by fan operation is large eno_._h to overcome the dowp_load on the wi_4
caused by do_lwash from the fan so that lift increases with airspeed.
___elift of model 7 with just the cruise fans operating is shown
as a function of airspeed in Fig. 13 for two duct angles. The locus
of the thrust equal to drag is also shown. For values when airplane
drag is tri_mled the total lift of the duct (wing lift subtracted from
the data in Fig. 3.3)is greater than static thrust despite the trigo-
nometric relationship between lift and thrust. This lift is a
significant feature of ducted fan aerodynamics.
The variation of lift-to-thrust ratio with velocity ratio or air-
speed (assuming a fan pressure ratio of 1.3) for a complete lift-cruise
fan configuration for which the thrust has been vectored to balance the
drag is sho_1 in Fig. 14. _e lines in the shaded area represent con-
stant duct angle; the drag with a given duct angle was balanced at each :
airspeed by adjusting the lift-fan exit louver angle. The shaded area
indicates the sensitivity of lift-to-thrust ratio to the combinations
of duct and vector angles required to balance drag. These results show '
a n_rked increase in the lift ratio with flight velocity ratio which,
at hi_her speeds, is due entirely .to the trailing-edge flap. Apparently, !
at higher speeds downwash from the flap and front fans reduced the J
cruise fan effective angle of attack so that positive induced lift of
the front and rear fans was cancelled. _
The effective contribution to lift of a lift fan mounted in the !
nose of model 3 is shown in Fig. 15. Nose fan thrust actually increased !i
with airspeed, but the downwash from the nose fan reduced overall model _
lift until, at a velocity ratio of 0.5, only 40 percent of the fan i_
static thrust appeared as lift. Similar resultsare sho_n in Fig. 16 !_
for m_lel 4 with rotating Jet engine nozzles mounted upstream of the
_ wing. Since these results are for an engine with a hot exhaust, ,_.
momentum ratio must be used as the independent variable rather than "_I
velocity ratio. The lift contribution of the engines was reduced by
downwash, from the engines acting on the wing, but the reduction was !,_
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much less than with the nose fan in mode] 3. These results indicaJ%
that falls or engines a_ocated upstream of the wing should be avoided,
but if such a location is necessary, the lifting elements should be
minimtun size. Furthermore, t_hecontrol system should be designed so
that these elements can be shut do_1 at the lowest practicable airspeed-
3.1.4 Drag i'ltransition.- Computation of the drag caused by the turn- i
ing of a'rflow into the fan (ram drag) has provided good estimates of
the variation of drag with airspeed for some models (8). Tiesults in
Fig. ]-7 from mode]. 4 indicate, however_ that this result was fortuitous.
The variation of ram drag to static thrust ratio with flight velocity
ratio from the 2-_ 4-, and 6-fan configurations falls in a small band,
while the measured values for the 2-fan configuration are much higher
than for the 6-fan configttration. Drag for the various arrangements
of model 4 can be more accurately estimated by Eq. (2)
Di DR /DL!_ e Tsm)_ DR+ - + ,T-, (2)
Ts Ts Ts Ts \_s / 20AmV2
where the last term is induced drag based on lift on the wing, and the
momentum area (Am) defined by the liftir_ element span. This use of the
induced drag relationship can be justified because the major portion of
the induced lift is concentrated near the fans. If the full wing span
momentum area is used, the induced drag change with number of spanwise
fans is quite small°
3.i.9 Pitching. moment .- Turning of airflow into the fan causes a nose-up
pitching moment as airspeed is increased. Fig. 18 slows the variation
of moment, normalized by lift and effective fan diameter, with flight
speed ratio for several configurations. The tandem fan arrangement of
model 6 shows the smallest variation of moment with airspeed. When
trailing-edge flaps are used, the curve for nose-down pitching moment
from the flap tends to level off, then go in an increasing nose-down
direction as airspeed is increase_. Thus a trailing-edge flap usually
reduces moments required for trim. The slope of this curve in the low-
speed region can be used as an indicator of moment variation with air-
speed_ and has been presented as a function of local diar_ter to chord
ratio (8). More recent results have been added to that 9ate and are
shown in Fig. 19. Except for the tandem fan arrangement (model 6a),
the slope of the curve increases as diameter to local chord ratio
decreases. As with induced lift, chordwise placement of the fans causes
significant variations, of moment with airspeed. Although there a_'e
some exceptions, the results indicate high induced lift will usua]J.y
generate large moments.
Since these moments appear as forces on the wing, it should be
possible to calculate the moment from the induced lift equation. If
the center of lift on the areas fore and aft of the fan is assumed to
fall at one-half of their respective chords, the equa,tion for
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center-of-pressure location in fractions of fan radius is 1
a = Ts + 2t + T---_- + R (3).R
•s /
' A comparison of experimental and calculated center of pressure movement
is given below:
_(a/R)/_(Vo/Vj) Agreement between _xperimental
Mode_____l_ Calculated and theoretical _id_ced lli_
1 3.D 1.6 Poor
2 3,4 4_2 Good
3'9 2.7 PoorJ
4-a 7'2 7.3 Good
4b 7.0 8.4 Fair
4c 8.4 9.2 Fair
4d 7.2 8.4 Good
P 4.7 4.3 Poor
6a 2.9 2.5 Good
6b _.7 8.8 Good
6c 7.4 20.2 Poor
R_e table shows that center-of-pressure movement was predicted reason-
ably well 7 times out of ll, the same ratio as for induced lift, but
good agreement with induced lift did not always produce good agreement
for moment.
3.1.6 Effect of fan o_eration on flap effectiveness.- The effect of fan "
operation on the aerod_Lamic contributions of a trailing-edge flap is
shown for model 4 in Figs. 20 to 22. Model 4 had a full-span single- 'i
slotted trailing-edge flap. Fig, 20 shows theeffect of fan operation
on flap lift increment as a function of flight velocity ratio. Fig. 21 i
shows the effect of fan operation on drag increment, and Fig. 22 shows i
the effect on moment increment. These figures indicate that fan opera-
tion did affect these flap increments, especially when six fans were
operating. The amo,x,tand direction of the fan effects varied greatly .i_
with number of fans, velocity ratio, and exit louver deflection and
whether fans were fore or aft in the wing. These large effects of fan _'
operation on flap increments are not clearly understood. The peculiar-
ities of flow in this area shoul_ be studied carefully to assure obtaining
the nmximumbenefits from flaps. _
: D , , i
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3.2 Perfor_nce \
3.2.1 Ground effect.- Fig. 23 shows the variation of lift and thrust
with gro-_Id height for models 1 and 3. Fan thrust decreased with height
at co:.stant rpm nearly the same amount for both the wing and fuselage
inslallation. Most of the thrust loss occurred below 2 diameters, and
was caused by reduced airflow in the region of the hub. The thrust loss
wou].d be smaller if constant power operation were permissible. For
mf_dcl I_ with the single /'an_ the total lift loss at i diameter _.m.s
quite severe_ about 2/3 was caused by the thrust loss and about 1/3 by
adverse interactions between the ground and bhe model. For model 3_
with two fans_ favorable interactions with the ground cancelled the fan
thrust loss ; so that total forces on the model did not vary with ground
height.
Ground effect on model 4 wi_h 6 fans operating is shown in Fig. 2_.
Here_ the distance to the ground is measured frc.z _, t_a bottom of the
fuselages the average fan height is about 2 diameters higher. In this
case, fan thru'.b _as constant; because of the high wing installation.
_e lift loss in ground effect was about 3 percent,, but the wheel
fairirds on the side of the fuselage caused an overall thrust loss of
about 4 percent and had about the same ground effect.
3.2.2 Transition ]_rformance.- Fig. 25 shows, for model 4a, an estimate
of the variation with flight speed of required thrust-to-weight ratio,
exit louver deflection_ and nose-mounted trim thrust required for a 6 °
climb angle • The "h____._ _.,+_ were modified by making fan thrust varia-
tion with speed more representative of typical fan-in-wing performance.
It is assumed the aircraft is designed for VTOL but can be overloaded
for S_OL. Resttlts are presented for three cliff client types of iongi-
tudina], control system. One system has no direct thrust longitudinal
control system, BO is limited to STOL operation by the designed unbal-
ance of the model. The second system (called a separate control system)
has an auxilia:'y turbojet for trim, and the third is a power transfer
system that provides constant powe_ input regardless of trim require-
merits. Th_o means tha_ all ducting is interconnected so that the power
not use_ for trim can be absorbed by the lift fans. The separate
control system shows no reduction of the required thrust-to-weight ratio
until an airspeed of 70 knots is reached. In fact_ because of the
nose-up tendency with speed of lift-fan aircraft, the nose thrust is
reduced continually to trim the aircraft as airspeed is increased fro_ j
hover, but the excess installed _hrust is not usable for improving STOL '
performance. Therefore, the aircraft cannot be loaded above the VTOL
weight unless the runway is long enough to allow acceleration above _
70 knots. With the aerodynamic or the power tran_fer control system,
the thrust req?zired at 70 knots is 80 to 82 percent of the VTOL thrust.
_ese two control systems Provide better STOL performance than the J
separate control system because the i_stalled power can always be use_ 'I
the aircrafT,. For an aircraft that is deslgne_ for STOL only, !!to propel
require& thrust-to-weight ratio will b_ less than for the correspondim6 _q
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VTOL a].rcraft for all three control systems° With a power transfer\
system, a fan rpm margin of 17 percent above the hover rpm is required°
The rpm margin designed into the fans for hover control would probably
suffice. At an airspeed of _0 knots_ thrust-to-weight ratio required
for a 6 ° c].i_ is less than 0._, and take-off distance would be about
lO00 feet. This i0 percent overload capability could provide a 60 per -_
cent increase in payload capability or about a 60 percent increase in
range for a lift-fan powered tra_T_oort aircraft (9).
For model 7, the variation of requi_ed thrust_ cruise fan duct
, incidence angle, exit louver deflectio_ angle, and horizontal-tail
incidence angle and angle of attack for trim are shown as a function of
airspeed in Fig. 26 for a transition at 0° angle of attack. The thrust
required data indicate that lift _s not reduced with airspeed for this
design. Duct inlet stall did not appear to be a problem for this con-
figuration. The tail ar_le of attack for'trim varied from 12° at
60 knots airspeed to 7° at 175 knots airspeed] this variation is not
extreme, and the magnitudes are small enough that tail stall would not
,,ea problem. About half the tail moment capability is available for
maneuvering or providing stability. Even less trim would be required
of the tail with a hover control contribution t,] trim.
3.3 Lift Fan Installation
3.3.1 Boundary-layer control.- Model _ had a ,5-percent-thick triangtO_ar
wing. In order to reduce fan depth for installation of the XV-_A type
fan in this thin wing, it was necessary to remove the exit stator and
Zhe outboard portion of the fan front f_c_me and inlet. _e outer 180 °
of the inlet was replaced by a circumferential slot which supplied a
Jet of high velocity air over a small radius (less than an inch _n
some places) defined by the available wing thickness. Over the inboard
'_8_° the wing was thick enough for the normal XV-SA type inlet.
Fig. 27 shows the zero airspeed performance of this fal.with the "_
BLC slot inlet wi_h and. without BLC and with and without the stator
The lift fan without the stator but with BLC had more lift than the
conventional fan-in-wing lift-fan installation (with the stator).
With the stator on, lift was higher than that measured with a cruise
fan inlet (lO), and was, In fact_ the highest lift ever measured for
this t_e of fan. Fig. 28 shows the radial variation of dynamic pres-
stu_e at the fan exit with and without B]-O. On the side of the fan where "_
performance was dependent on BLC, the BLC p'..Jvided large gains. The _'i
j m A
other side of the fan. however, al_o showed a significant improvement •i{
when BLC was applied. _lus, BLC on only half the fan circumference _/J
improved flow through the whole fan J Fig. 29 shows the boundary-layer
control requirements. The ratio of li_t to lift without boundary- !I
la_r control is shown as a function of the ratio of, BIE momentum to <
fan momentum. -For 3 percent BLC thrust j fan thrust was inoreased {
30 percent, j ,-
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.......%:,_ne_ bt_audar:--!avercontrol a%.forward speed is
sh:j_,,in 9"i_.30. Tnr_._ste.tforward speed was somawhat higher than _lith
a conventi%n_! __.iftf_n. Fi_. 31 sbc.:sthe variation of the ratio of
!i___to !if% witho_!%BL_ es a f_m_ctionof B.D_to fan moment,_ ratio _nd
the Luverse of the f!i_ht s_ed ratio. This parameter is aebusily the
ratio of BLC _ntum to raindra_, Data at ,_ifferentfan rpm and air- -
s_ea_s are correlated rease_ebly "_:ellby this p_rsm_eter.
_ne __ASAcon_ract.ed,_th Dhe Genera& _lec_rlc
C_y (33.)%o stuay the desigm of thin, hlgh-pressure-ratio fans,
Zepth was m!n_ze_ by provid_ minimur_ distance between eomponents_
_inim_/n %hie}mess s%ages_ el_%ing components, and by replac_/_g the
starer _ ;-_
,;!_s inlet guide vane_. It %._s found that the latter approach
i_groved fen thr_st-to-%-eigh% retie and lift-to-volt,me l-erie, but
sl_ghtly iucreased lea diameter. In Fig. _2_ a 1.21 pi*essure ratio
_iet guide vane fan is co_ared with the-modified 1.1 pressure ratio
X%'-SAfsn _th the BLC l_let. Except for the hub, the fans have the
_am=_thichess_ th_aseither inlet guide _/anefans or BLC inlets or a
_emblnatlon of b_th cap.be _/sedfor very thin installations,
It has been shown that _nterference effects, that is, lift, drag,
and moment, due to lift-fan operation are large and very dependent on
wing geome_try,location of fans, ar.ddistribution of fans. In some
cases it is possible to predict these effects. However, wlng flows
behind the fan are not well understood, and must be before interference
effects c_n be calculated with conflde_ce. Aero4yns_%iccontributions
of trailing-edge flaps may be reduced by fan operation, and research is
required to define the type and location of flap that will be useful
both with the fans on and off. Down_sh from fans or vertically thrust-
ing engines placed upstream of the wing will unload the wing. Induced
_ffects on the remote fan fairings can overcome the unloading from the
downwash. Tae flow fields from the remote lifting elements will probably
interact and make estimation of total interference effects dlfficult.
As in other vertical jet types, ground effects on lift-fan powered !
i
aircraft are dependent on configuration. The fans themselves can be
another source of llft loss in ground effect. Thrust required and _!;!momeu%.sfor %rlm in transition are reasonable. 8TOL operatlo_ of over-
loaded VTOL llft-fan aircraft provides s_4_uifieantgains in range or
payload •
BlowN bound_rY-18yer control spplled to ;;ery_shor_iif_-f_ Inlets --_
will probably _prove net performance and perm_.tvery th_n_ efficient, .lift-fan insta/lations_ Su_stitut _ inlet _utde vanes for the starer "--
on a conventional fan _.y be another .y of provi_.%_ thin lift-fan "_ I!/_nste//_t ions • _ _
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N0__N.CLATURE \
Af fan area_ sq fb
a distance from fam axes to center of pressure_ ft
BLC blowing boundary-layer control
b half-span of wing_ ft
C local wing cbord, ft
CL5_ the variation of lift coefficlerb with _lap deflection for unity
flap-wing-chord ratio_ per radian
T
CT t_hrustcoefficient, q-_
C_ momentum coefficient, TqSl
c two-dimensional wing chord, ft
cz
the variation of two-dimenslonal lift coefficient w_._hjet
5j momentum coefficient, per radian, 3.0 J_M
D fan diameter, ft
f_AA_/_
De effective fan diameter, _ _ _ , ft
Di induced drag, ib i
DR ram drag, ib I
h l_eightfrom ground plane, ft I:
i
iD angle of incidence of rotating cruise fau ducts, _eg _h
i t incidence of the horizontal tail, deg :_
L li_t ofthe_o_el,_ :_[Q
Lw w_/Ig_.._lift, ib iil.=__ •
M -- -pitchi_ moment, ft-lb -_-
q d',_lamlcpressure, lb/fta - -_ "
R f_m radius,ft -- -:._
!
r rs_ial distance from fan axis, ft !_
!
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rpm fan rotational speed_ revolutions per minute \
S wing area, sq ft
T fan or engine gross thrust in the vertical direction_ IbV airspeed, _mots
Vj airspeed of fan exhaust, knots
W aircraft g'_'ossweight, ib
x dista_c_ from leading edge of wing to fan radius, ft
a,_gle of attackj deg
angle of exit louvers from the vertical, deg
/_D difference in drag coefficient incre_.nt due to trailing-edge
f'[ap_
6CL difference in lift coefficient inel'ement d_e to trailing-edge
flaps
! "
Z_m difference in pitchlng-moment coefficient due to trailing-edge
flaps
AD drag due to lift-fan operation, ib
Z_Li lift induced by lift-fan operation, Ib
5j two-dimensional Jet flap angle, _ radians _
_7.3 ' i_
8n angle of lift-cruise engine nozzles from the vertical, deg I !
- _ J
Subscrip_,s ,
PO fan power off : I
s V=O _- !
1,2,8 pertaining to the area_ in Fig. 7 .....
--_--2g two dimensional _- - _ -:_
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Fig, ..3,- Variation of ]_ift with
airspeed for several fan-ln-wing
mddels; flaps up_ c_ = 0°
13=0°.
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Fig. 1.- Lift-fan models as mounted Fig. 42 Induced lift with dlffer-- ,
in the Ames Research Center llO- ent lift-fan arrangementsl
by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. j _f = 0°, _ = 0° •
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Fig. 2.- Model - wind-tunnel slzin_ Fig. _.- Influence of fan _rea to ,_,:'
" in relation to recommen_e_ _ wing area r_tio on i_uee_ lift; !
boundaries. , V/V_ = 0.4; flaps _p, 13= 00.
t.. >- _. _ _ \
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Fig, 6.-Influence of fan chordwise Fig. 9.- C0_#arison of meas_ed
_osition on induced lift; flaps and calculated induced lift for
up, _ = 0° . several velocity ratios; flaps
up, _ = 0 ° •
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Fig. 7"- Definition of flow field Fig. I0.- Effect of front fan _Ca-
and terms used. for induced lift tion on the variation of lift
comput_tlon, with airspeed; front fans only,
= 0°, _ : 0 b flaps up.) ,
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Fig. 12 .-Variation-of front i_an Fig. 15 :- Lift contribution of a
lift with forward speed; nose fan.
o,= 0°, 13= 0o.
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Fig. I_ .- Varlation with forward Fig. 16 .- Lift loss from operation
speed of lift of the individual of vectored ll£_-cruise engines
components of the lift-cruise operating ahead of the wing;
fan configuration; _ = 0° • model 4, 5f = 40° •
-or io,d. ...._" Lo
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airspeed; lift-erulse fan mod.el,_ _Istrlbutlom on_drag _ue to fan ilthrust equal _rag, _ = 0°, _ o_er_tlon; _ = 0o, _ = O°_ " ,.
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-Fig-_-lS.L-;qarJ_ation-sf-momentwith Fig. 21.- Drag due to a trailing-"
airspeed; flaps up; _ = 0°_ edge fiap; model _; 5f = 40°,
13= 0° •
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Fig. 19.- The v_rlatlon of center- Fig. 22.- Pitching-moment contribu- \
of-pressure shift with velocity tion _[ueto trailln_-ed_e flaps; _ ,..
ratio; _ = 0°, _ : 0°. model 4, 6f = _0°. ;
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Fig. 20.- Flap effectiveness with Fig. 23.- Variation of lift with i_
: llf_ fans operating; m_lel 4, ii _istance from grolm_; mo_el_ 1 _:_
6f : 40°, full span. ,,_ _'_,0.3, V = O, _ = 0°, 13= 0°... _
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Fig. 2._.- Transition performance Fig, 2-8;2 Effect of BLC on dynamlc
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